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On the Optimality of Price-posting in Rental Markets∗

Juan Beccuti†

Abstract

This paper considers a multi-period setting where a monopolist, with short-term

commitment, rents one unit of a durable good to a single consumer in every period.

The consumer’s valuation constitutes his private information and remains constant

over time. By using a mechanism design approach, the paper shows that the optimal

renting strategy is to offer a simple price in every period. Although sophisticated

mechanisms can make separation feasible when price-posting cannot achieve it, this

happens precisely when separation is dominated by pooling. Moreover, the monop-

olist’s choice of whether to discriminate or not depends on a simple and apparently

myopic rule, reminiscent of its static equivalent.
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1. Introduction

This paper considers a monopolist (she) renting a durable good to a single non-anonymous

consumer (he) with unitary demand and private information about his valuation. While

the dynamic pricing problem, when the monopolist has short-term commitment, is well

understood, the optimality of simple price-posting remains an open issue.1 The main

contribution of this paper is to show that the monopolist cannot gain from offering a

more sophisticated contract than a simple price in every period.

The literature on dynamic mechanism design has shown that, when the monopolist

sells the durable good, posting a price in each period maximizes the monopolist’s revenue

(Skreta (2006); Doval & Skreta (2019b)). Renting differs from selling in that there exist

new trade opportunities even after a positive transaction. A two-period analysis of the

renting problem can be found in Bolton & Dewatripont (2005), where price-posting turns

out to be the optimal mechanism. However, the optimality of price-posting in Bolton &

Dewatripont (2005) is an artifact of the assumption that the monopolist and the consumer

weigh future payoffs equally (Beccuti & Möller (2018)). In particular, price-posting turns

to be suboptimal when the monopolist is more patient than the consumer. This bears

the question of whether the optimality of price-posting in Bolton & Dewatripont (2005)

is a consequence of restricting the analysis to a two-periods setting. This paper inves-

tigates whether price-posting remains the optimal renting mechanism in a multi-period

environment.

The increment in the number of periods provides a setting in which the monopolist can

engage in a gradual learning strategy. Hart & Tirole (1988) show that, when the number of

periods is large, a monopolist renting a durable good is unable to price discriminate until

the very end of the game. However, their setting restricts the monopolist to deterministic

mechanisms: either the monopolist delivers the product after the consumer pays the

required price or she does not deliver it at all.2 Thus the monopolist’s trade-off is simply

between pooling (i.e., rent to any consumer at a low price) or price discrimination (i.e.,

rent to high types only at a high price).

The present paper extends the Hart & Tirole (1988) model by using a mechanism

design approach to look for the optimal menu of contracts for each period. In particular,

the monopolist is not restricted to set a sequence of prices and, as a consequence, the

1See, for example, Hart & Tirole (1988). For a renting environment with anonymous consumers see,
e.g.,Bulow (1982).

2This restriction is present only in their short-term commitment case, while in the rest of the paper,
they allow for general mechanisms.
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monopolist may achieve separation through random mechanisms. While with determin-

istic mechanisms, the monopolist separates by refraining from trade with one type, with

random mechanisms, the monopolist achieves separation by trading with both types with

differing probabilities.

The paper’s main result is that a monopolistic renter cannot gain from proposing

mechanisms more sophisticated than simple price-posting so that a restriction to price-

posting comes without loss of generality. Consequently, gradual learning does not take

place and the monopolist faces a similar trade-off as in the static case. The monopolist’s

optimal strategy is to separate types when her belief about facing a high-type consumer

is larger than a particular threshold and to pool otherwise.

Related Literature. The paper connects to the literature on dynamic adverse selection,

which shows that the ratchet effect harms the mechanism designer’s market power due to

her lack of long-term commitment (e.g., see the two-period incentive frameworks in Freixas

et al. (1985), Laffont & Tirole (1987), and Laffont & Tirole (1988), or Hart & Tirole (1988)

for the dynamic rental pricing analysis. Bikhchandani & McCardle (2012) study the

dynamic pricing strategy when the monopolist and the consumer are not equally patient,

while Devanur et al. (2019) study such Hart & Tirole (1988) environment for different

levels of monopolist’s commitment.) The addition of an additional contractual dimension

besides time may facilitate discrimination. Indeed, in Wang (1998), a principal facing

an infinite time horizon achieves immediate separation of agents by specifying a menu

of contracts with different qualities. Similarly, in Gerardi & Maestri (2018), immediate

separation results from allowing the informed party to abandon the relationship in every

period to claim an outside option. The main result of this paper supports the common

view that time, as the only screening dimension, is not sufficient to discriminate types.

2. Model

A monopolist and a consumer interact repeatedly during a finite number of periods T ≥ 2.

In each period t, the monopolist rents one unit of a durable good produced at zero cost.3

The consumer demands one unit of the good per period and is privately informed about

his per-period valuation, denoted as his type. The consumer’s type can be low (θL > 0)

or high (θH > θL) and is constant across periods. Define ∆θ = θH − θL and let β ∈ (0, 1)

denote the monopolist’s (prior) belief about the consumer’s probability of having a high

type. Both players discount the future with the same discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1).

3The environment considered in the present paper is equivalent to the repeated sale of a perishable
good.
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The monopolist has short-term commitment, i.e., she can commit to the renting mech-

anism only for the current but not for future periods. In a setting in which there is direct

communication between the consumer and the monopolist, as the one considered here,

Bester & Strausz (2001) show that a modified revelation principle applies:4 It allows the

monopolist to restrict to direct mechanisms and requires the consumer to reveal his true

type only with strictly positive probability but not with certainty as in the static setting

(Myerson (1981)).

Thus, at the beginning of every period, the monopolist offers a direct mechanism

that specifies a payment from the consumer to the monopolist wm ∈ < and a likelihood

of product-delivery xm ∈ [0, 1] conditional on the consumer’s message m ∈ {l, h}. Let

qL ∈ [0, 1) and qH ∈ (0, 1] denote the probability with which the low- and the high-type

consumer reports m = h respectively. After observing a message the monopolist updates

her belief about the consumer’s type following Bayes’ rule: βh ≡ βqH
Q

and βl ≡ β(1−qH)
1−Q ,

where Q ≡ βqH+(1−β)qL is the ex-ante likelihood that the consumer reports a high type.

Without loss of generality, the analysis focuses on the case where qH ≥ qL (equivalently

βh ≥ β ≥ βL). When qH < qL, it is possible to rename messages and to interchange their

roles.

When the consumer reports m his (instantaneous) surplus is given by xmθ−wm while

the monopolist’s (instantaneous) payoff is wm. In the next period, the monopolist uses

her updated belief βm to propose a new mechanism. In what follows, Vt+1(βm) denotes

the monopolist’s continuation value for period t. Similarly, UH
t+1(βm) and UL

t+1(βm) denote

the high- and the low-type consumer’s continuation values respectively.

Using Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium as the solution concept, the monopolist’s proposal

at any period must be sequentially optimal given the reporting history up to that period.

This is, the monopolist looks for the mechanism that maximizes her expected payoff taking

into account the consumer’s strategic behavior and her (potentially updated) belief about

the consumer’s type. Therefore, in period t, the monopolist solves

max
xl,xh,wl,wh,qL<1,qH>0

Q[wh + δVt+1(βh)] + (1−Q)[wl + δVt+1(βl)],

subject to

xhθH − wh + δUH
t+1(βh) ≥ xlθH − wl + δUH

t+1(βl), (with equality when qH < 1) (ICH)

xlθL − wl + δUL
t+1(βl) ≥ xhθL − wh + δUL

t+1(βh), (with equality when qL > 0) (ICL)

xhθH − wh + δUH
t+1(βh) ≥ 0, (PCH)

xlθL − wl + δUL
t+1(βl) ≥ 0. (PCL)

4See Doval & Skreta (2019a) for a setting with general communication devices.
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At any period, the consumer could choose not to participate and wait for the next

period. In this case, the consumer not only gets zero instantaneous surplus, it is also as-

sumed that he gets zero continuation values.5 Note also that, at some particular beliefs,

the monopolist is indifferent among several mechanisms. To avoid more than one contin-

uation equilibrium, the analysis assumes that the monopolist can credibly “promise” to

offer the mechanism that reduces the consumer’s reluctance to report his type.6 For future

references, a mechanism is a price-posting mechanism when there exist a xm ∈ {0, 1} and

a price p ∈ < such that wm = pxm for all m ∈ {l, h}.
The monopolist’s problem can be simplified using standard techniques.7 In particular,

in any period the monopolist chooses xh, xl, qL, qH to solve the reduced program:

max
xh,xl,qL<1,qH>0

xlθL +QθH(xh − xl)+

+ (1−Q)δVt+1(βl) +Qδ{Vt+1(βh)− [UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh)]}, (1)

subject to

xh −
δ

∆θ
[UH

t+1(βl)− UH
t+1(βh)] ≥ xl, with equality if qL > 0. (DMC)

The proof uses the fact that, as in the static case, the participation constraint of the

high-type (PCH) is redundant, and the participation of the low-type (PCL) is binding

at the optimum (implying UL
t+1 = 0 for any t). However, in contrast to the one-period

setting, it is not clear which incentive constraint is binding at the optimum. Suppose

(ICL) is binding while (ICH) is slack. Since (PCL) is also binding, the price wh is then

equal to xhθL. Alternatively, if (ICH) is the binding constraint, and since wl = xlθL (from

(PCL) binding), then

wh = xlθL + (xh − xl)θH − δ[UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh)],

= xlθL + (xh − xl)θH − δ[UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh)] + xhθL − xhθL,

= (xh − xl)∆θ − δ[UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh)] + xhθL,

≥ xhθL,

5Since Bayes’ rule does not apply after non-participation, it can be assumed that, in such a case, the
monopolist assigns probability one to face a high-type consumer. Hence, the monopolist sets a high price
in the next period and the consumer’s continuation value is zero.

6For instance, in the last period T , the monopolist is indifferent between pooling and separating when
β = θL/θH . Thus, when the monopolist’s prior belief is higher than θL/θH in T −1, she promises to offer
separation if her posterior belief becomes θL/θH after observing message l. Using the (ICH), it can be
seen that the incentives to truthfully report for the high-type consumer is larger when UH

T (βl) = 0 (due
to future separation) than when UH

T (βl) = ∆θ (due to future pooling). For the low-type, continuation
values are zero under both mechanisms.

7A formal proof can be found in Beccuti & Möller (2019).
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where the last inequality is due to the (DMC). Thus, by making (ICH) binding, the

monopolist cannot be worse off.

The Dynamic Monotonicity Constraint (DMC) results from substituting the binding

constraint (ICH) into (ICL). It not only requires the allocation to be increasing in the

reported type but also imposes a wedge between the high- and the low-type’s allocation.

This wedge is a consequence of the ratchet effect : If the high-type consumer makes his

type public, he will lose his future information rents (i.e., UH
t+1(βl)−UH

t+1(βh)). Therefore,

to induce the consumer to reveal his type, the monopolist has to compensate him. In

particular, when the monopolist does not want to refrain from trade with the low-type

consumer, the (DMC) determines that the compensation comes in form of a reduction in

xl. Notice that δ = 0 recovers the static case and its standard monotonicity constraint,

when the ratchet effect does not play any role and there is no need for such compensation.

The degree of separation that the monopolist can achieve is restricted by the (DMC).

Note, first, that an increment in xh improves the monopolist’s objective while it relaxes

the constraint, implying x∗h = 1. It follows that, separation by price-posting, i.e., with

xl = 0, may not be feasible if the number of periods remaining is sufficiently large. For

instance, fully separating types via price-posting (with both types reporting truthfully) is

not feasible when δ is sufficiently high since δ[UH
t+1(0)−UH

t+1(1)] = δ[
∑T−(t+1)

i=0 δi∆θ] > ∆θ.

As an alternative, the monopolist may offer a semi-separating price-posting mechanism

inducing 0 < βl < βh = 1. Hart & Tirole (1988) show that, if the number of periods is large

enough, even such semi-separating price-posting is not feasible (i.e., δ[UH
t+1(βl)−UH

t+1(1)] >

∆θ) and hence, when the monopolist is restricted to price-posting mechanism, she can

only offer pooling.

However, for the same number of periods and monopolist’s prior belief, the monopolist

may still achieve some separation by offering a random delivery contract (i.e., xl ∈ (0, 1))

and making (DMC) binding with qL > 0., i.e., she can choose another pair qL > 0, qH < 1

such that 1− δ
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl)−UH

t+1(βh)] = xl > 0. The choice between pooling and this type

of semi-separation is absent in Hart & Tirole (1988), due to their restriction to simple

price-posting mechanisms.

3. Optimality of price-posting

The next proposition presents the main result of the paper.

Proposition 1. Independently of the number of remaining periods, the profit-maximizing

renting mechanism is deterministic, xl, xh ∈ {0, 1}, i.e., it can be implemented by simple
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price-posting.

All formal proofs can be found in the Appendix. In the following, we explain the

intuition for the result of Proposition 1.

In any period, the monopolist has two alternatives. She may pool types (i.e., xl = x∗h =

1), giving up to the possibility of learning about the consumer’s valuation. Alternatively,

she may induce separation either by refraining from trade with the low-type altogether or

by offering him a random allocation. Note that the objective in the reduced program (1)

is linear in xl and decreases in xl if Q ≥ θL/θH . Therefore, if the monopolist chooses to

separate types by inducing Q ≥ θL/θH , then she does it optimally by setting x∗l = 0. On

the other hand, when the monopolist separates with Q < θL/θH , then her payoff increases

with the likelihood of trading with the low-type. Thus, the monopolist would like xl to

be different but as close as possible to x∗h. However, the (DMC) imposes a restriction for

the maximum value of xl. This restriction arises as a cost of separation and, since the

monopolist expects to receive a message l with high probability, she is better off by not

reducing the likelihood of trading with the low-type, i.e., by pooling types.

As a result, the monopolist has only to decide whether to pool types or to separate

them by incurring the cost of not trading with the low-type. As in the two-period setting,

when the monopolist offers a separating price-posting, she does it by inducing true telling

from the low-type consumer. With such a mechanism, she is certain of facing a high-type

after observing the message h. Therefore, for qL = 0, it must hold that 1− δ
∆θ
UH
t+1(βl) > 0

since the monopolist can only offer a mechanism that satisfies the (DMC). As UH
t+1(β)

is decreasing in β, we can define β̂l as the smallest βl for which this inequality is still

satisfied. In correspondence to β̂l, let q̂H denote the likelihood with which the high-type

is required to tell the truth to induce the posterior β̂l. With the help of q̂H , the next

corollary states a rule governing the monopolist’s choice between pooling and separation.

Corollary 1. The monopolist finds it optimal to separate types when βq̂HθH ≥ θL, and

to pool them otherwise.

Whether it is optimal to induce information revelation or not depends on a simple and

apparently myopic rule. To choose between separation and pooling, in any given period

the monopolist only needs to compare the payoffs of that period, disregarding all future

payoffs. In particular, separation is optimal if the maximum feasible present period payoff

from inducing the low-type to report truthfully is larger than the payoff from pooling both

types, i.e., if β · q̂H · θH ≥ θL.8

8Note, however, that the monopolist needs to take into account continuation values to decide whether
to fully or to semi-separate.
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Continuation values matter only in that they determine how much separation the

monopolist can possibly induce. This limitation goes unnoticed in a setting with two

periods because, with only one period to go, future information rents can never exceed

the information rents of the current period. Only by considering the case with more than

two periods, it becomes clear that the degree of separation the monopolist can achieve can

become restricted, making her choice between pooling and separation non-trivial. The

following example illustrates these points.

Example. The rule states that the monopolist’s ability to learn is limited according to

∆θ

δ
> UH

t+1(βl), (2)

with βh = 1 (i.e., qL = 0), and βl = β(1−qH)
1−βqH

from Bayes’ rule.

In a two-period settings, the consumer’s continuation values are (see, e.g., Bolton &

Dewatripont (2005))

UH
t+1(β) =

{
0 if β ≥ θL

θH

∆θ if β < θL
θH

,

while in the three-period case,

UH
t+1(β) =


0 if β > θL

θH

θH+δ∆θ
θL+δ∆θ

δ∆θ if β ∈ [ θL
θH
, θL
θH

θH+δ∆θ
θL+δ∆θ

]

(1 + δ)∆θ if β < θL
θH

.

Note that, in the former case, the condition (2) holds for any βl, while in the latter case,

the monopolist cannot induce βl < θL/θH when δ is sufficiently large.

The following picture illustrates the rule for the two-period setting (at the left), and for

the three-period one (at the right) when the monopolist’s prior belief β ∈ [ θL
θH
, θL
θH

θH+δ∆θ
θL+δ∆θ

].
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𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡+1𝐻𝐻 (𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙)

𝑞𝑞𝐻𝐻𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝐻𝐻 − 𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿
𝛽𝛽∆𝛽𝛽

1

∆𝛽𝛽

∆𝛽𝛽
𝛿𝛿 ⇒ �̂�𝛽𝑙𝑙 = 0

𝑈𝑈𝑡𝑡+1𝐻𝐻 (𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙)

𝑞𝑞𝐻𝐻1

(1 + 𝛿𝛿)∆𝛽𝛽

𝛿𝛿∆𝛽𝛽

⇒ �̂�𝛽𝑙𝑙 =
𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿
𝛽𝛽𝐻𝐻

𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝐻𝐻 − 𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿
𝛽𝛽∆𝛽𝛽

Let θL = 1, θH = 2, β = 2/3, and δ = 3/4. In the two-period setting, there is no limit,

β · 1 · θH = 4/3 > 1, and the monopolist separates types. However, when T = 3, β̂l = 0.5

and, from Bayes’ rule, q̂H = β−β̂l
β(1−β̂l)

= 0.5. It follows that β · q̂H · θH = 2/3 < 1 and the

monopolist finds it optimal to pool types. Alternatively, if β > 3/4, then β · q̂H · θH > 1

and the monopolist offers separation.

4. Conclusion

The dynamic pricing problem when a monopolistic renter has short-term commitment has

been broadly studied. In particular, Hart & Tirole (1988) show that such a monopolist

cannot price discriminate consumers until the very end of the horizon. This paper uses

a mechanism design approach to derive the optimal renting strategy and shows that a

restriction to price-posting comes without loss of generality. The choice between separa-

tion or pooling follows a simple and apparently myopic rule that only considers current

payoffs. In particular, in a two consumer-types setting, separation is optimal when the

monopolist can induce types to reveal themselves in a way that makes the likelihood of

renting at a high price larger than the ratio of types.

Appendix A - Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1: The discussion following the reduced program at (1) already

shows that xh = 1 in any period. It remains to look for the optimal xl. The next lemma

states some useful properties to proceed with the proof of the proposition.
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Lemma 1. In every period t, the monopolist’s payoffs satisfy:

• If β ≤ θL/θH : Vt(β) = θL + δVt+1(β).

• If β ≥ θL/θH : θL + δVt+1(β) ≤ Vt(β) ≤
{
βq̂HθH + δVt+1(β), if q̂H ≥ θL

θHβ
,

θL + δVt+1(β), otherwise,
,

where q̂H ≡ β−β̂l
β(1−β̂l)

and β̂l ≡ inf{βl : UH
t+1(βl) ≤ ∆θ

δ
}.

Proof of Lemma 1: If β ≤ θL/θH , by renting to both types of consumers, the monop-

olist achieves the solution under commitment.

When β ≥ θL/θH , the monopolist can always achieve what she would get by pooling

types (wh = wl = θL, xh = xl = 1), which implies (w.l.g.) that her posterior belief would

be equal to her prior belief. For the upper-bound, the analysis proceed by induction.

The last two periods are well known (see, e.g., Bolton & Dewatripont (2005), Chapter 9).

Period T payoffs are

VT (β) =

{
βq∗HθH
θL

, UH
T (β) =

{
0 if β ≥ θL

θH

∆θ if β ≤ θL
θH

, (3)

with the optimal q∗H = 1, while period T − 1 payoffs are,

VT−1(β) =


βq∗HθH + δβθH
βq∗HθH + δθL
θL + δθL

, UH
T−1(β) =


0 if β ≥ θL

θH

θH+δ∆θ
θL+δ∆θ

δ∆θ if β ∈ [ θL
θH
, θL
θH

θH+δ∆θ
θL+δ∆θ

]

(1 + δ)∆θ if β ≤ θL
θH

, (4)

with q∗H = βθH−θL
β∆θ

when β ≥ θL
θH

θH+δ∆θ
θL+δ∆θ

and q∗H = 1 when β ∈ [ θL
θH
, θL
θH

θH+δ∆θ
θL+δ∆θ

]. It is

straightforward to check that the lemma holds in T − 1 and T since θL
θH

< q∗H ≤ q̂H ≤ 1.

Now, let us assume the lemma also holds for t+ 1.

Let q̂Hm denote q̂H when the monopolist’s prior belief is βm where m = {l, h}. After

some algebraic manipulations, the solution of the reduced program 1 has an upper-bound

determined by the solution of

max
xl,qL<1,qH>0

xlθL +QθH(1− xl)+

+ δ [(1−Q)βlq̂HlθH +Qβhq̂HhθH ]

+ δ2
[
(1−Q)Vt+2(βl) +Q

{
Vt+2(βh)− [UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)]

}]
(5)

subj. to: 1− δ2

∆θ
[UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)] ≥ xl, with equality if qL > 0,
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since the objective is larger than in the reduced program and the constraint has been

relaxed. To see the latter, not that the monopolist extracts a weakly larger surplus when

her belief increases:

[UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh)] ≥ δ[UH
t+2(βl)− UH

t+2(βh)] ≥ 0, (6)

and, therefore,

1− δ2

∆θ
[UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)] ≥ 1− δ

∆θ
[UH

t+1(βl)− UH
t+1(βh)] ≥ xl. (7)

Recall that, by definition, q̂H is decreasing in the posterior belief induced by it. Sup-

pose w.l.g. that q̂Hl yields a posterior (denoted by β̂ll) lower than the one yielded by q̂Hh

(denoted by β̂lh).
9 Then

(1−Q)βlq̂Hl +Qβhq̂Hh =(1−Q)βl
βl − β̂ll
βl(1− β̂ll)

+Qβh
βh − β̂lh
βh(1− β̂lh)

≤(1−Q)βl
βl − β̂ll
βl(1− β̂ll)

+Qβh
βh − β̂ll
βh(1− β̂ll)

=β
β − βl
β(1− βl)

=βq̃H . (8)

Since, by assumption, βl is feasible at the reduced program, it is also feasible at

program (5) due to the relaxed constraint. It follows that βl ≥ β̂l and q̃H ≤ q̂H by

definition of β̂l and q̂H respectively. Hence, adding and subtracting δ(xlθL +QθH(1−xl))
to the previous objective, the solution of program (5) has an upper-bound given by

max
xl,qL<1,qH>0

(1− δ) [xlθL +QθH(1− xl)] + δβq̂HθH+ (9)

+ δ
[
xlθL +QθH(1− xl) + δ(1−Q)Vt+2(βl) + δQ

{
Vt+2(βh)− [UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)]

}]
,

subj. to: 1− δ2

∆θ
[UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)] ≥ xl, with equality if qL > 0.

The expression in the second line of the objective function is the reduced program at t+1

subject to a relaxed constraint.10 Thus, by the inductive argument, that expression is at

9Although out of the scope of this paper, it can be shown that this supposition is correct. Intuitively,
an optimistic monopolist (i.e., β ≥ θL/θH) wants to remain as optimistic as possible when she separate
types.

10The allocation xl corresponds to period t and not to t+ 1. However, since the new constraint relaxes
compare to the one at t, the solution of the expression in curly brackets contains the solution of the
reduced program in next period.
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least Vt+1(β). Hence, the upper-bound (9) can be written as

max
xl,qL<1,qH>0

(1− δ)[xlθL +QθH(1− xl)] + δβq̂HθH + δVt+1(β)

subj. to: 1− δ2

∆θ
[UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)] ≥ xl, with equality if qL > 0.

Because (1− δ)[xlθL +QθH(1− xl)] + δβq̂HθH is linear in xl, the allocation xl takes one

of the extreme values. Note that when Q ≤ θL/θH , that expression increases with xl.

However, if Q ≤ θL/θH , then q̂H ≤ θL/θH and the expression is lower or equal than θL

even for xl = 1. On the other hand, when Q ≥ θL/θH , by reducing xl the objective

increases while the constraint relaxes., i.e., xl = 0. As a consequence, the constraint holds

with strict inequality since

1− δ2

∆θ
[UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)] > 1− δ

∆θ
[UH

t+1(βl)− UH
t+1(βh)] = 0

when UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh) = ∆θ
δ

, or

1− δ2

∆θ
[UH

t+2(βl)− UH
t+2(βh)] ≥ 1− δ

∆θ
[UH

t+1(βl)− UH
t+1(βh)] > 0

when UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh) <
∆θ
δ

. Hence, qL = 0 and Q = βqH ≤ βq̂H by definition of q̂H .

Therefore, the solution of the reduced program at (1) has an upper-bound of βq̂HθH +

δVt+1(β) when q̂H ≥ θL/θH , and of θL + δVt+1(β) otherwise. This completes the inductive

argument of Lemma 1.

Proof of Proposition 1: At period t the monopolist solves the reduced program (1).

Because the objective is linear in xl, then x∗l ∈ {0, 1 − δ
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl) − UH

t+1(βh)], 1}, with

the allocation xl = 1 − δ
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl) − UH

t+1(βh)] ∈ (0, 1) as the only one that is not a

price-posting.

Assuming it is only feasible to induce Q ≤ θL/θH , then it must be that βq̂H ≤ θL/θH

and, by Lemma 1, the monopolist cannot get larger payoffs than those under pooling, i.e.,

xl = 1.

Now, assume it is feasible to induce Q ≥ θL/θH . As argued above, for such Q a lower

xl increases the monopolist’s objective while relaxes the (DMC). Thus, if the monopolist

wants to offer a mechanism with such Q, her optimal strategy would be to separate with

a price-posting that allocates x∗l = 0.

On the other hand, if the monopolist wants to induce Q < θL/θH (when a larger

Q is feasible), the objective is increasing in xl and the (DMC) becomes binding: xl =

12



min{1 − δ
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl) − UH

t+1(βh)], 1}. Hence, she may pool types (i.e., xl = x∗h = 1) or

separate them by offering the non price-posting xl = 1− δ
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl)−UH

t+1(βh)] ∈ (0, 1).

Next, we proceed by induction to show that the monopolist prefers pooling than

separation with such non price-posting. From (3) and (4), it follows that the proposition

holds for periods T − 1 and T . Suppose it also holds at t + 1 (i.e., setting a price is

optimal) when the monopolist gets Vt+1(β) .

At period t, after plugging xl = 1− δ
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl)−UH

t+1(βh)] into the reduced program

(1) and after some algebraic operations, the monopolist solves:

max
qL<1,qH>0

θL + (1−Q)δVt+1(βl) +QδVt+1(βh)

− (1−Q)δ
θL
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh)], (10)

s.t.: Q < θL/θH , [UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh)] ∈ (0,
∆θ

δ
).

Together with Lemma 1, the inequalities (6), and the equation (8), the previous pro-

gram has an upper-bound of

max
qL<1,qH>0

θL + δ{βq̃HθH + (1−Q)δVt+2(βl) +QδVt+2(βh)

− (1−Q)δ
θL
∆θ

[UH
t+2(βl)− UH

t+2(βh)]}, (11)

s.t.: Q < θL/θH , [UH
t+2(βl)− UH

t+2(βh)] ∈ (0,
∆θ

δ2
).

Because Q < θL/θH , it follows that βq̃H < θL/θH . Thus, previous objective is not

larger than

θL + δ{θL + (1−Q)δVt+2(βl) +QδVt+2(βh)− (1−Q)δ
θL
∆θ

[UH
t+2(βl)− UH

t+2(βh)]}.

Notice that the expression in curly brackets is the objective (10) when the monopolist

offers the non price-posting at period t + 1 with Q < θL/θH . However, by the induction

argument, at t+ 1 the monopolist finds it optimal to offer a price-posting. In particular,

with such low Q, the monopolist offers pooling. Thus, previous expression has an upper-

bound of θL + δVt+2(β) and hence of Vt+1(β) due to Lemma 1. Therefore, when xl =

1 − δ
∆θ

[UH
t+1(βl) − UH

t+1(βh)] ∈ (0, 1), in period t the monopolist cannot achieve a payoff

larger than under pooling, i.e., θL + δVt+1(β), concluding the induction argument.

Proof of Corollary 1:

The proof of Proposition 1 has shown that the monopolist offers pooling if she wants

to induce Q ≤ θL/θH . On the other hand, separation with x∗l = 0 occurs if the monopolist

wants Q ≥ θL/θH . It remains to determine the level of Q to be induced by the monopolist.
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Assume that the monopolist separates with qL = 0 (i.e, βh = 1). Then, Q = βqH ≥
θL/θH must be feasible, i.e., qH must be such that (DMC) holds: UH

t+1(βl)−UH
t+1(βh) ≤ ∆θ

δ

. The monopolist solves:

max
qH

βqHθH + (1− βqH)δVt+1(βl) + βqHδ[Vt+1(1)− UH
t+1(βl)], (12)

s.t.: qH ≥
θL
θHβ

.

On the other hand, assume Q ≥ θL/θH with qL 6= 0. In this case, qL, qH must be such

that UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh) = ∆θ
δ

to have xl = 0. Now, the monopolist solves

max
qL,qH

QθL + (1−Q)δVt+1(βl) +QδVt+1(βh),

s.t.: UH
t+1(βl)− UH

t+1(βh) =
∆θ

δ

This objective has an upper bound of

θL + (1−Q)δVt+1(βl) +QδVt+1(βh),

≤ θL + δβq̂H + δ2[(1−Q)Vt+2(βl) +QVt+2(βh)],

by application of Lemma 1, equation (8) and the discussion that followed. Note that

the last line is the payoff that the monopolist would get after pooling in period t and

postponing screening to the next period. However, pooling is dominated by immediate

separation when Q ≥ θL/θH .

Therefore, q∗h solves problem (12) in which βq̂H ≥ θL/θH by assumption. Additionally,

since q̂H ≤ 1, it follows that β ≥ θL/θH and, by Lemma 1, the lower bound for monopo-

list’s payoff comes from pooling. Hence, the monopolist is better off by separating types

when βq̂H ≥ θL/θH .
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